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MINISTER

QUESTION NO. 2846 FOR WRITTEN REPLY: NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

A draft reply to Mrs C N Z Zikalala (IFP) to the above-mentioned question is enclosed for your consideration.

Ms Lize McCourt
DIRECTOR-GENERAL (ACTING)

DATE:

DRAFT REPLY APPROVED/AMENDED

MRS B E E MOLEWA, MP
MINISTER OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

DATE:
Mrs C N Z Zikalala (IFP) to ask the Minister of Water and Environmental Affairs:

Whether she has been informed of high altitude areal spraying, more commonly known as chemtrail spraying, in South African air space; if not how many (a) reports, (b) complaints and (c) requests for information has her department received from citizens and interest groups regarding the practice and evidence of areal or chemtrail spraying; if so, (i) what is the purpose of the spraying, (ii) what is the chemical composition of the material used, (iii) when did the programme begin, (iv) what quantities of chemicals were sprayed as at the latest specified date for which information is available, (v) where did the spraying take place and (vi) what are the details of the (aa) number, (bb) type and (cc) ownership of the airplanes that carried out the spraying?
2846. THE MINISTER OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS ANSWERS:

No, the Department of Environmental Affairs has not been informed of any high altitude/chemtrail aerial spraying in the South African air space.
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